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“It is hard to argue that housing is not a fundamental human need. Decent, affordable housing should be a basic right for 
everybody in this country. The reason is simple: without stable shelter, everything else falls apart.”

- Matthew Desmond, Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City
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New Deal’s relationship to housing starts and ends 
with a commitment to energy efficiency upgrades in 
buildings. The resolution however, also clearly states 
that addressing the climate crisis will require “providing 
all people of the United States with affordable, safe, 
and adequate housing.” Housing’s appearance in the 
resolution makes sense, as it merges suitably with the 
Green New Deal’s goals of ensuring economic equality 
and significantly reducing carbon emissions.
Tackling inequality in the U.S. cannot be done without 
solving the nation’s lack of affordable housing. A 
2017 survey revealed that nearly a third of Americans 
lived in housing that they could not afford (Veal, 
2018). Currently, there is no single county in the U.S. 
where a minimum wage worker can afford a two-
bedroom apartment ( Jan, 2018). This is problematic 
to the retention of people in their homes and can be 
addressed head-on through the provision of millions 
of affordable homes and strong tenant protections like 
rent control to keep people in their homes.
As cities increasingly become less accessible to the 
poor, low-income workers and the unhoused, these 
categories gradually travel greater distances to access 
their jobs. This problem will not be solved by an increase 
in the use of electric cars because it systematically 
pushes public transit users out to suburban areas with 
limited access to transit infrastructure. 
Attaining an economically diverse density that 
sufficiently meets the targeted carbon reduction 
goal will therefore require a huge but worthwhile 
investment in affordable, safe and adequate housing.

Most media coverage of the Green 
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“…human activity is the dominant cause of observed 
climate change over the past century;

a changing climate is causing sea levels to rise and 
an increase in wildfires, severe storms, droughts, 
and other extreme weather events that threaten 
human life, healthy communities, and critical 
infrastructure;”

“global warming at or above 2 degrees celcius beyond 
preindustrialized levels will cause…
• mass migration from the regions most affected 

by climate change;
• more than $500,000,000,000 in lost annual 

economic output in the United States by the 
year 2100;

• a risk of damage to $1,000,000,000,000 of 
public infrastructure and coastal real estate in 
the United States;”

“because the United States has historically been 
responsible for a disproportionate amount of 
greenhouse gas emissions, …the United States must 
take a leading role in reducing emissions through 
economic transformation;

“…basic needs such as adequate…housing…are 
inaccessible to a significant portion of the United 
States population;”

“…hourly wages overall stagnating since the 1970s 
despite increased worker productivity;”

“…climate change, pollution, and environmental 
destruction have exacerbated systemic racial, regional, 
social, environmental, and economic injustices 
(i.e. ‘‘systemic injustices’’) by disproportionately 
affecting…communities of color, migrant 
communities, depopulated rural communities, the 
poor, low-income…the unhoused… (i.e. ‘‘frontline 
and vulnerable communities’’);

“…climate change constitutes a direct threat to the 
national security of the United States…”

“…the Federal Government-led mobilizations during 
WW II and the New Deal created the greatest middle 
class that the United States has ever seen, but many 
members of frontline and vulnerable communities 
were excluded from many of the economic and 
societal benefits of those mobilizations;”

“…it is the duty of the Federal Government to-
• create a Green New Deal
• promote justice and equity by stopping current, 

preventing future, and repairing historic 
oppression of frontline and vulnerable 
communities;

“the goals described…should be accomplished 
through a 10-year national mobilization that will 
require…upgrading all existing buildings in the 
United States and building new buildings to achieve 
maximum energy efficiency, water efficiency, safety, 
affordability, comfort, and durability, including 
through electrification;”

“to achieve the Green New Deal goals and 
mobilization, a Green New Deal will require the 
following goals and projects:
• ensuring that the Federal Government takes 

into account the complete environmental and 
social costs and impacts of emissions through 
(i) existing laws; (ii) new policies and programs; 
and (iii) ensuring that frontline and vulnerable 
communities shall not be adversely affected;

• providing all people of the United States with 
(i) high-quality health care; (ii) affordable, safe, 
and adequate housing;”

HIGHLIGHTS FROM HRES 109 1H
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SIMCITY AND ITS STRIKING SEMBLANCE TO 
THE REALITY OF HOMELESSNESSS IN THE US

P hospitals. The pollution situation 
was terrible and  and the Sim-
citizens only had a lifespan of fifty 
years. Another release of SimCity, 
called SimEarth, fairly accurately 
modelled what happens when 
a whole planet is subordinated 
to some industrializing mode of 
production with huge pollution 
problems. The latest release in 
2014, BuildIt, was modelled 
after New York City and had the 
goal of achieving maximum real 
estate fortune. It was based on the 
situationist idealogy of a successful 
city in an overdeveloped world.
From a gamer theory perspective, 
the flaws of SimCity, like real cities,

become obvious. The ‘successful 
city’ plans for real estate that 
most of the time nobody lives in 
- a combination of homelessness 
and its opposite. This is  mirrored 
in the 30 percent of over 5,000 
apartments  in New York that 
are routinely vacant more than 
ten months a year because 
their owners or renters have 
permanent homes elsewhere.
In this much improved 
simulation of an imperfect 
world, there is somewhere to 
displace problems when there is 
no solution and this materializes 
in the gamers’ comments when 
homeless Sim-citizens begin to  

themes of the post-war avant-
gardes. The idea was that there 
could be some sort of practice for 
making worlds other than labor, 
and which unlike labor might 
not yet be totally subsumed 
under the sign of the commodity.
The challenge of the first release 
of SimCity, named Magnasanti, 
was to think entirely within 
a system of constraints.   The 
goal was to maximize the 
population of the  simulated 
city. It turned out to be a bleak 
repetition of identical units 

lay was one of the  great

SimCity BuildIt (Android Version)
Photo by Electronic Arts
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the country and directed 
towards strategically removing 
the homeless. Fort Lauderdale  
and Daytona Beach for example  
have passed laws banning the 
distribution of food to vulnerable 
populations in public places 
have been passed, thereby subtly 
pushing the demographic  away. 
The fictional game creates 
awareness of the homelessness 
crisis currently plaguing urban 
cities in the United States. For one, 
it establishes that homeless people 

can exist even when there is no 
shortage of jobs. It is easy to avoid 
talks of homelessness when one is 
unaffected or there is no evident 
solution. Homelessness might 
be the necessary product of a 
system. However, if the system’s 
goal is rising property values, 
then the homeless population is 
one of the effects and not one 
that matters. SimCity simply 
explains that a city succeeds 
by maintaining a place where 
people live.

appear  as a result of the actions 
of the gamers who are mayors 
of the city. While the realistic 
causes of homelessness vary 
widely, the problem is simplified 
in the game. People become 
homeless when they lose their 
residential properties and spend 
their days wandering the streets 
as genderless, two-dimensional 
figures pulling their belongings 
behind them. They remain in the 
city as long as they have trash, 
which they use for food, and 
abandoned buildings or parks, 
where they sleep.  If players 
clear abandoned buildings or 
public parks, the homeless will 
gradually abandon the city and 
do so even quicker when there is 
a bus terminal they can use to get 
out of town. This tactic relates 
to similar real life laws being 
imposed by many cities across 

“People become homeless when 
they lose their residential properties 
and spend their days wandering the 

streets as genderless, two-dimensional 
figures pulling their belongings 

behind them.”

A series of new high-rise residential towers is changing the landscape of downtown Brooklyn and Fort Greene
Photo by Pavel Bendov
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Street view of a SimCity street

Increasing residential-
commercial land use allocation 

in medium and high density 
areas will increase the number of 

residential apartments.

Providing infrastructure and 
public transportation systems 
will reduce the distance that 
low-income earners have to 

travel to work.

The street view breaks down the quality of buildings within a neighborhood. Like New York, SimCity 
dedicates more buildings to commercial than residential use. The cost of apartments constantly increases and 
more people are forced to leave their residences because they cannot keep up with the economic changes. The 
two-dimensional figures who have lost their homes wander around the city because there is no place created 
to socially accept them. This precedent highlights the problems in the game - and real life by hinting at the 
elements that make up affordable housing that is dignifying.

Questioning the figure of the 
human within the algorithm and 
what this means in real life is a 
helpful tool in determining the 
acceptable standard of decent 

and affordable housing.
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SINGAPORE’S STRATEGIC APPROACH TO 
HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

S homes. This statistic reveals the 
significant difference between 
Singapore’s approach to affordable 
housing and the United State’s 
approach. While the latter sees 
homeownership as a privilege, 
Singapore approaches public 
housing and homeownership with 
a view to promote overall economic 
growth. As a result, the United 
States’ solution to affordable 
housing is mostly temporal 
housing crisis management in 
form of tents, mobile houses and 
urban shelters while Singapore 
profers solutions from a nation-
building perspective, which will be 
effective  in curbing homelessness 
in the long run.
Singaporean first-time buyers are 
offered substantial grants and 
awards towards the purchase of 
public housing. The system grants 
the largest subsidies to households 

with the lowest incomes. For 
families at risk of homelessness, 
there are apartments that can be 
rented for as low as the equivalent 
of $20 monthly. In doing this, 
Singapore has acheieved almost 
zero homelessness.
As with every system created to 
support human beings, there are 
some glitches that one can’t help 
but notice in the HDB program. 
For one, public housing 
residents are required to make 
down payments and monthly 
mortgage installments using 
the Singaporean social security 
program. This means that most 
homeowners have no retirement 
savings . HDB exercises control 
over every aspect of the system 
by not only building and selling 
or renting apartments, but also 
acting as a mortgage lender. It 
reserves the right to withhold 

housing program has been 
described  as the “worst 
nightmare of the neo-classical 
economist”.  The housing 
projects are executed in phases 
by the government’s Housing 
Development Board (HDB). 
Over eighty-two percent of 
the country’s residents live in 
public housing,  of which there 
are more than 950,000 and 
counting. In contrast to housing 
in Miami and many other 
cities in the US, public housing 
residents are encouraged and 
supported through different 
incentives to own their own 
homes. A 2019 housing report 
showed that nine out of ten 
HDB residents owned their 

ingapore’s public 

Public housing in the central region of Singapore
Photo by Adrienne Waltersdorf
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Despite the imperfections of 
the public housing program in 
Singapore, the motive behind 
affordable housing is clear. The 
government consistently invests 
money and political capital in the 
housing scheme without disrupting 
the private housing market. In fact, 
HDB drives competition with 
private landlords who cannot 
afford to inflate prices of properies. 
An advantage of having majority 
of the population living in public 
housing is the non-existence of 
the stigma usually attached to 
living in federally funded projects. 

Additionally, Singapore’s HDB 
encourages various competitions 
with themes like car-free estates, 
family-oriented communities, 
sustainable cities and pedestrian-
friendly neighborhoods. Access 
to affordable housing provides 
a more productiv workforce, 
reduces exposure to stressors, 
improves residents’ health 
income and supports quality 
education.
This precedent understands 
affordable housing as a right and 
makes it the core of municipal 
policy formulation.

apartment keys from residents 
with unpaid parking tickets and 
to evict persons who have been 
convicted of serious offences. 
The housing neighborhoods 
are self-sustained communities 
planned with quotas for for 
people of different incomes, age 
groups and racial compositions. 
While this may come off as 
socially inclusive  for the most 
part, various reports show that 
immigrants and other vulnerable 
populations usually get the oldest 
and least desirable apartments 
because the Singaporean 
residents are quick to relocate 
to the newest developed 
neighborhoods. There are also 
concerns that the individual 
and governmental investments 
in the housing sector leaves too 
little for corporate investment in 
other sectors.

“HDB drives competition with 
private landlords who cannot afford 

to inflate prices of properties.”

Affordable housing in Singapore’s suburbs
Photo byReuters
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Singapore: Housing Development Board (HDB) projects from 1927-2019
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A composition of different HDB projects on Jin Bahagia Street
Photo: Google Earth

51, Jin Bahagia Street

Top image:  A residential building 
project built by HDB and 
transferred to Singaporean residents 
(1986).

Bottom image: Residents 
refurbished the building to generate 
more spcae to rent out (2006).

Original satellite image: Google 
Earth

1988 HDB project

1986 HDB project

2006 HDB project
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The map reflects low and 
moderate income areas where 
allocation of Community 
Block Designated Grant 
(CBDG) federal funds have 
been spent. 13 out of the 36 
minicipalities in Miami-Dade 
benefitted from the funds with 
West Little River, Leisure City 
and Model City getting the 
largest allocations (24, 23 and 
18 percents respecively).

Miami showing public 
housing projects
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appeals of renting single-family 
homes. This market has thrived 
mainly because of the boom in 
single-family home construction 
in the early 2000s followed by the 
recession and foreclosure crisis that 
positioned many families with the 
need to rent, and many formerly-
owned homes with a need for 
occupants.
Another factor driving this increase 
is the fact that single-family rentals 
also serve as a good option for 
families seeking the amenities of 

a detached home in a suburban 
neighborhood, but without 
the commitment or barriers 
associated with ownership. The 
map comprises both mobile and 
permanent-structured homes, 
formally referred to as “small 
buildings”.

The map shows that single-family 
apartments comprise the fastest 
growing segment of the Miami 
housing market. Single-family 
detached homes make up more 
than 62 percent of the housing 
stock in the United States, with 
the vast majority located in 
suburban neighborhoods.
People often choose to rent 
because it offers flexibility and 
affordability.  Studies show that 
size, nearby amenities and the 
ability to have pets are major 

Miami showing single family
 and mobile homes
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The areas in the map that 
are covered in red consist of 
predominantly low-income 
and depressed areas that 
were created as a result of the 
Mayor’s Urban Initiative Task 
Force (UITF). The UITF was 
created to contribute to greater 
participation in Miami-Dade’s 
prosperity by residents of Black/
African-American decent.
A close look at the map reveals 
that only a small percentage of 
the public housing projects are 
located in these critical areas.

Miami showing low income
/depressed areas against existing 
federal-funded housing projects

Specific depressed areas 
highlighted in the map above.
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The map represents commercial and mixed use buildings, 
with other structures located in residential areas of large 
size exceeding eight thousand (8,000) square feet, with the 
exception of detached single family residences

Miami showing location of 
commercial and mixed-use 
projects against federal-funded 
housing projects
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A MIAMI WITH 
HOUSING
FOR ALL
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HOMELESSNESS IN THE TIME OF A PANDEMIC

The United States has recorded 
the highest number of COVID-19 
cases. Different reports have 
addressed vulnerable populations 
based on age, gender and medical 
history with little emphasis on 
income. Most homeless persons 
will be in shelters during this time 
- where the chances of getting 
infected will be higher than ever.

The homeless have no access to 
good shelter and food when they 
isolate themselves, and they are 
at risk when they stay together.
The COVID-19 pandemic is a 
reminder that there should be 
sustainable provisions within the 
Green New Deal that protect 
the health and wellbeng of this 
highly vulnerable population.

than not having a consistent place 
to get away from the busyness of 
each day - a place to call home. 
The highest contributor to 
homelessness in the 21st century 
US is the inability of current 
housing models to meet the 
needs of the urban poor, thereby 
forcing people to live in any 
condition that provides a form 
of shelter.

Miami showing homeless 
shelters within the county

Nothing feels worse

t .b
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